
TA-Xtrain System Enhancements

Request Module (X-Train, 
TA/Payback, QVR)

Requestor Priority Submitted Date

1 How many M.D.s and Ph.D.s are being 
trained on our NRSA T32 grants? This 
question is asked frequently of our office.

QVR? Elaine Sirkis April-03

2 Is there any way through our NIH databases 
that we can request how many M.D.s and 
Ph.D.s are trained on all of our multigrant 
mechanisms? This is the sort of info we 
should have at our fingertips.

1)  A column to list the highest degree 
received at the time of the appointment. It 
should appear as M.D., Ph.D., B.A., B.S., 
M.S., etc. We enter the info from the 2271 
and should be accessible.  

2) We would like to run the report from 
inception to present or request certain years 
at a time; i.e., years 6–10. This is info that is 
usable on a daily basis.

3) Would it be possible to list how many pre-
doc and post-doc slots have been awarded--
not clumped together? This grant was 
awarded 4 pre-doc and 5 post-doc slots. The 
report shows under “Trainees” how many we 
have entered into the system and not the 
awarded number.

QVR? Elaine Sirkis April-03

3 TA-WIP screen. Can this be sped up? 
Performance seems slow.

TA Steve Fitz March-03
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4 Can we add degree info to TA8070 (IRDB 
Fellowship Maintenance Screen) to over-ride 
application business rules? (This is related to 
request to sweep F31 records.)

TA Carin Sprick May-03

5 Modify TA8070 to show the parent grant in the 
hit list, even if an amendment exists. Problem 
is that if there’s an amendment, it’s showing 
up instead of the parent. 
Require an explicit entry of the amendment for 
it to show up. 

TA Carin Sprick March-03

6 Data sweep all F31s grant to make sure they 
are all pre-doc.
Causing problems with payback calculations. 
It has been decided to evaluate the activity 
code for fellowship records.

TA Carin Sprick May-03

7 Allow printing of APAC form on user desktop. TA Marie Willett December-02

8 Allow OFM access to payback module for 
purposes of updating financial payback status. 

TA Marie Willett March-03

9 Add Termination Notice ability to X-Train. Xtrain WETS January-03
10 Add Trainee registration to X-Train. Xtrain WETS January-03
11 Add ability to enter research assistants via X-

Train (when OMB approves 2271 for its use).
Xtrain WETS January-03

12 Modify COM1100 to display a payback status 
code for individuals that DO NOT have a 
payback obligation. Currently, the system 
does not consistently show a payback status 
code when there is not an obligation. 

TA Payback Center May-03
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